Spelling Lesson 6
Words Ending With -c, -k, -ck

Pattern: The /k/ sound at the end of a multi-syllable word is often spelled c as in magic, or ck as in attack. Occasionally, the /k/ sound at the end of the word is spelled with a k like in chipmunk. The only ways to learn which ending to use are by studying the word, picturing it in your mind, trying to write the word, or looking in the dictionary.

arctic  cubic  dramatic  magic  checkbook  metamorphic  knapsack  frolic  derrick  classic  garlic  lilac  elastic  historic  slapstick  shipwreck
almanac  arithmetic  magnetic  skeptic  static  tropic  knickknack  graphic  traffic  scientific  drastic  republic  recheck  traffic  picnic  logic
comic  attic  symmetric  energetic  electric  authentic  plastic  topic  public  mystic  maverick  chipmunk  volcanic  basic  music
clinic  birthmark  paperback  attack  scholastic  haddock  gigantic  athletic  specific  hammock  frantic  metric  terrific  paddock  music
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